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MF (Middle Frequency) radars have been used to measure wind velocity in mesosphere and lower thermosphere based on
correlation analysis techniques [e.g., Reid, 2015]. The motion of atmosphere weakly ionized by solar insolation is measured
in the technique. The ionized atmosphere is usually horizontally stratified, and radar echoes from such layered atmosphere
are mostly obtained in the vertical direction. However, there also exist echoes coming back from large off-vertical angles.
Meteor echoes are such type of echoes often detected at night (winter time in the polar region) mostly above 80 km. Because
of the low radio frequency (2-3 MHz) the duration of MF radar meteor echoes is two orders longer than that of VHF meteor
echoes. Thus, meteor echoes can sometimes dominate the MF radar echoes when the background atmospheric ionization is
relatively low. These meteor echoes have been used to compensate the known problem of MF radar correlation technique
above about 90 km [Tsutsumi and Aso, 2005].

We have recently scrutinized the MF radar meteor measurement technique and found that wind velocity can be estimated
with a time resolution as good as 10 min under preferable ionospheric conditions. Such a resolution is remarkably high as
meteor wind measurements. Horizontal structure of wind field can be further estimated within the horizontal region of 200
x200 km (see Figure). Estimation of momentum flux deposition may be possible using the method proposed by Hocking
[2005].

The obtained results are to be verified by comparing with those observed by the co-locating
PANSY radar [Sato et al, 2014].


